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Abstract	  
The foundations of democratic societies are elections. Due to their central importance to society, 
elections are bound to high legal standards, which are usually specified as election principles in 
national constitutions. To date, technological advance has reached elections and Internet voting is a 
buzzword in the field of information technology. Many Internet voting systems and schemes have been 
proposed in research and some have even been used in legally binding elections. However, their 
underlying requirements are on the one hand often too closely linked to the specific technology and 
on the other hand mostly tailored to the scheme/system under investigation and therefore not 
connectable with election principles. This makes it difficult to compare different schemes/systems with 
each other and, correspondingly, it is difficult for election officials to select one of the proposed 
Internet voting schemes/systems for their own election setting. The present work counters this artifact 
with two contributions, which are captured within an evaluation framework. First, based on the 
interdisciplinary method KORA, we derive constitutionally founded technical requirements. Second, 
we propose metrics to estimate the fulfillment of these requirements within concrete Internet voting 
systems. Given these contributions, the framework developed within this work supports election 
officials in making justified decisions about the selection and deployment of a specific Internet voting 
scheme/system. 
Key words: Internet Voting, Legal Requirements, Technical Requirements, Internet Voting 
Evaluation, Decision Support.	  
Introduction	  
Elections build the basis of democratic societies and represent the exercise of popular 
sovereignty. The implementation of such a powerful means is therefore bound to high legal standards. 
Even though those standards might slightly differ depending on the specific national constitution and 
election type, all democratic states agree on three election principles namely universal, equal, and free 
according to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (United Nations, 1948). Some states 
prescribe the deployment of even more election principles. For instance, the German Constitution 
anchors the principles of universal, equal, and free elections, but also requires the implementation of 
the secret, direct, and public nature principles. 	  
With the rapid advance of modern communication technology elections have come into the 
focus of technical scientists; electronic voting has become a buzzword within the area of information 
and communication technology. The anticipated benefits of electronic voting are - amongst many 
others - the decrease of voter discrimination, the increase of voter turnout, the reduction of cost, and 
faster vote tallying. Starting with the seminal work by Chaum (1981), the challenge of voting over the 
Internet has been addressed by many researchers and many Internet voting schemes have been 
proposed to date, see for instance the works by Fujioka, Okamoto, and Ohta (1992), Juels, Catalano, 
and Jakobsson (2005), and Adida (2008). As opposed to purely theoretical considerations, several 
implementations of Internet voting schemes have found their way to practice and have been used for 
real-world elections, see for instance the presidential elections at the Université catholique de Louvain 
(Adida, de Marneffe, Pereira, & Quisquater, 2009) and the Estonian parliamentary elections (Maaten, 
2005). 	  
While the scientific literature often provides Internet voting schemes with proof (or at least 
strong evidence) for their security, the underlying security requirements are on the one hand too 
closely linked to the technology and on the other hand mostly tailored to the scheme under 
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investigation. The same holds for other types of requirements such as functional and usability related 
requirements. Therefore, a legal evaluation of Internet voting systems and the resulting selection of 
adequate Internet voting systems with regard to the specific election setting seems hardly possible. 	  
The goal of this work is to build a holistic evaluation framework that enables one to evaluate 
Internet voting systems according to the same requirements, i.e., the evaluation results for different 
Internet voting systems are comparable. Furthermore, the results are linked to election principles and 
thereby do not only cover security requirements. The evaluation of Internet voting systems according 
to this framework thereby leads to measurable outcomes, i.e. goes beyond existing approaches such as 
Common Criteria Protection Profiles which only allow statements about compliance or non-
compliance of Internet voting systems and additionally only address security requirements.  	  
In the remainder of this work, we first specify the target of evaluation, namely Internet voting 
systems (Section 2). As election principles are too abstract to evaluate systems against, we deduced, 
in an interdisciplinary research project, a list of requirements that serve as basis for the evaluation of 
Internet voting systems (Section 3). We shall emphasize that the focus of this work is on the German 
Constitution. However, we explain how to adapt this work for other legal settings. The subsequent 
section (Section 4) is dedicated to the derivation of metrics for the determined requirements. These 
metrics are based on an extensive literature review. We additionally account for the importance of 
scientific literature in the field of Internet voting by outlining mappings between the requirements and 
metrics derived within, and the system properties and attacks widely known in the technical literature 
(Section 5). We thereafter review related literature and settle our own work in the research field 
(Section 6) and conclude this work and outline directions for future research (Section 7).	  
Target of Evaluation - Internet Voting Systems 	  
The focus of this work is on Internet voting systems rather than abstract Internet voting 
schemes. This is justified by the holistic approach of the proposed framework and by the fact that 
legal provisions cover technical issues that go beyond purely conceptual aspects; such system-
dependent requirements are for instance system usability and system neutrality. 
A clear understanding about the target of evaluation is important for every evaluation. The 
evaluation framework developed within this work is based on legal provisions. It is therefore 
important to understand what a voting system from a legal perspective is. In fact, from a legal 
perspective the conduction of the entire election must be implemented in a legally-compliant way. 
Given this, the evaluation of Internet voting systems cannot be purely conducted on the basis of 
specific aspects of the system such as the underlying cryptographic protocol. More practically 
speaking, it might be that one scheme is more secure than the other one but on the other hand not 
usable at all. Correspondingly, an evaluation purely on the cryptographic level is not sufficient.  
Scientific research takes such considerations more and more into account; for instance Madise 
and Vinkel (2011) and Richter et al. (2013) with regard to the Estonian and German case respectively 
call for a more holistic consideration of electronic voting. More concretely, researchers have started 
taking the human/voter into account, such as Karlof et al. (2005), Tjøstheim et al. (2007), Ryan and 
Peacock (2005), Phan et al. (2012), Antoniou et al. (2007).  
Based on recent work by Carlos et al. (2013) and following the legal considerations of Madise 
and Vinkel (2011), Richter et al. (2013) and the technical considerations of Tjøstheim et al. (2007), 
Ryan and Peacock (2005), Phan et al. (2012), Antoniou et al. (2007), we consider within our 
framework Internet voting systems as composition of three layers, namely the human, the computer 
(including hardware and software), and the network layer. 	  
Derivation of Technical Requirements from Election Principles	  
The overall goal is to compare existing Internet voting systems on the level of election 
principles. However, these principles are abstract and as such must be made more concrete. Only 
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then, can Internet voting systems be compared with respect to these concrete technical requirements.  
We deduced technical requirements from the election principles relying on the 
interdisciplinary method KORA (Konkretisierung Rechtlicher Anforderungen, engl.: Concretization 
of Legal Requirements) invented by Hammer et al. (1993). KORA is a four-tier method for acquiring 
technical proposals based on legal provisions. On the first tier of KORA, application-specific legal 
requirements are identified from the relevant parts of the constitution, relevant constitutional court 
decisions, and the opportunities and risks of the technology under investigation. Afterwards the legal 
requirements are made more concrete to so-called legal criteria by considering simple law regulations 
and decisions from other courts1. For security-critical applications the list of legal criteria usually 
contains the assurance criterion, which defends against attackers trying to violate the other legal 
criteria. On the third tier, a language shift between the legal and technical language happens and 
technical expertise enters the process. Legal criteria are made more concrete to so-called technical 
design goals in an interdisciplinary dialogue. As input, existing technical documents are used together 
with the output of the previous layer. According to KORA, first functional requirements are deduced 
and one further requirement is always derived from the universal legal criterion assurance, namely 
system integrity. This requirement implements the assurance criterion and ensures that all remaining 
technical requirements are deployed even in the case of adversarial presence. As such, system 
integrity builds a second layer upon the functional requirements, the security layer. We are well aware 
of the fact that the use of technical requirements in two dimensions might be counter-intuitive from a 
technical perspective. Richter (2012) elucidates the criterion assurance as follows: “The assurance is 
a universal criterion that ensures the realization of all other criteria in the presence of intentional 
misbehavior and errors. […] For this purpose, there is need for a concept that secures the Internet 
voting system in its entirety.” Finally, on the fourth tier, a technical design proposal is deduced from 
the design goals. Due to the systematic deduction, this proposal is supposed to be constitutionally 
compliant. Note, the application of this method is not as straightforward as described herein. In 
particular on the third layer new concepts may come up and then legal scholars would go back to the 
second or even first layer to check whether this new aspect should be taken into consideration, or 
whether it cannot be justified by the laws and therefore should also not be taken into account on the 
other levels. 	  
Richter et al. (2013) deployed the KORA method for Internet voting systems to derive 4 legal 
requirements and 10 legal criteria2. In an interdisciplinary project, we applied the KORA method on 
these legal criteria in order to derive technical requirements (called technical design goals in the 
KORA language). For the derivation of these technical requirements, we took as further input 
Volkamer’s dissertation thesis (2009), which covers a broad set of technical requirements; this is 
justified by the fact that Volkamer reviewed for the derivation of technical requirements the German 
Regulations for Electronic Voting Machines (Federal Republic of Germany, 1999), the 
recommendations of the Council of Europe (2004), and the requirements of the catalogue by the 
Department of Metrological Information Technology in the National Metrology Institute (Hartmann, 
Meissner, & Richter, 2004). 
The following 16 requirements have been deduced:	  
● System Usability: The voting system is usable to all eligible voters. 
● Accessibility: The voting system is accessible to all eligible voters. 
● Vote Integrity: The voting system ensures that each vote is correctly included in the election 
result. 
● System Availability: The voting system is available to all eligible voters during the entire 
voting phase. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Note, a re-running of this method for other countries becomes essential to fit the specific 
constitutional and legal setting because of the different simple law regulations and court decisions. 
2 As opposed to Richter et al., the present work is restricted to constitutional election principles. This 
decision is justified by the fact that further legal provisions, such as the Right to Informational Self-
Determination and Secrecy of Telecommunications, are too specific to a concrete legal setting and 
therefore beyond the scope of this work this work.	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● Voter Availability: The voting system does not exclude eligible voters from casting their 
intention. 
● Eligibility: The voting system ensures that only eligible voters' votes are included in the 
election result.  
● Uniqueness: The voting system does not accept more than one vote per eligible voter.  
● System Neutrality: The voting system does not influence the eligible voter's intention.  
● Fairness: The voting system does not provide evidence about any eligible voter's intention 
before the end of the election. 
● Secrecy: The voting system does not provide more evidence about an eligible voter's 
intention than the election result does. 
● Anonymity3: The voting system does not reveal who participated in the election. 
● Individual Verifiability: The voting system offers each eligible voter the possibility to verify 
that her intention has been correctly included in the election result. 
● Archiving: The voting stores relevant data after the election. 
● Universal Verifiability: The voting system offers any observer the possibility to verify that 
all technical requirements are enforced. 
● Accountability: The voting system allows identifying the misbehaving party / parties in case 
of disputes resulting from the verifiability procedure. 
● Understandability: The voting system is understandable to all voters. 
Given the awareness that some of the terms might be confusing as they often refer only to 
security aspects, we outline the functional layer for two of these exemplarily: From a functional 
perspective, secrecy indicates that the voting system must not reveal any voter’s intention 
unintentionally, for instance by publishing a voter’s name next to her cast intention on the bulletin 
board. On the functional layer, vote integrity indicates that the voting system must work correctly, i.e. 
for instance that the tallying algorithm tallies correctly. 
An overview on the relation between technical requirements and their source election 
principles is provided in Figure 1. The herein derived technical requirements extend Volkamer’s 
requirements, e.g., with regard to verifiability.  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	  Besides Germany there are other countries such as France requiring hiding the information, who 
participated in the election and who not as outlined by (Cortier et al., 2013). However, we are also 
aware that applying KORA in other countries this requirement would not necessarily be included, 
such as in Belgium due to compulsory voting.	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Figure 1: Derivation of technical requirements from election principles. The requirement system 
integrity is depicted as separate layer on all other requirements. 
Measuring Technical Requirements	  
After abstract election principles have been converted into technical requirements, it shall be 
possible to evaluate voting systems against these requirements. In order to estimate to what extent 
Internet voting systems satisfy these requirements, it is necessary to specify how these technical 
requirements can be measured, i.e., metrics for the determined requirements have to be identified. In 
this section, we propose metrics to determine the degree of fulfillment of all technical requirements. 
These metrics depend on the type of technical requirement. On the functional layer, most of the 16 
requirements require individual metrics, while on the security layer, the same approach for all 16 
requirements can be applied. The herein proposed metrics are the result of an extensive literature 
review using the terms from the identified requirements in combination with the terms metric or 
standard or evaluation or measure. Wherever possible, established metrics have been extracted from 
the literature. In case no established metrics are available, new metrics are proposed. 	  
Measuring Functional Requirements	  
Among the most prevalent metrics to estimate system usability of voting systems, there are 
the ISO criteria (International Organization For Standardization, 1998), namely effectiveness, 
efficiency, and satisfaction. In accordance to the recommendations derived by Olembo and Volkamer 
(2013) we propose to evaluate system usability based on these three criteria (both for vote casting and 
verifying). As metrics we propose to measure effectiveness in terms of Boolean variables that indicate 
if voters succeed in voting, efficiency in terms of the time required to cast their vote, and satisfaction 
in terms of Sauro’s score (2011) for the system usability scale (SUS) by Brooke (1996). 
We propose to measure accessibility in terms of criteria derived within Voting System 
Performance Standards Summary (2013) and the US Election Assistance Voluntary Voting System 
Guidelines version 1.1 (2009). These criteria cover measures to enable voters with special 
capabilities. Following these guidelines, we evaluate how many of the following special-capabilities 
measures have been addressed throughout the development process: Low vision, blindness, special 
hearing capabilities, dexterity, language independence, and special cognitive capabilities. 
As outlined in the derivation section, the requirements vote integrity, voter availability, 
eligibility, uniqueness, fairness, secrecy, and anonymity in terms of the functional layer are not typical 
functional requirements. Nevertheless, the underlying KORA methodology resulted in the two-layer 
concept of technical requirements. Rather than measuring these requirements in terms of 
quantification, we consider the functional layer of these requirements to be correctness requirements 
that any system shall ideally guarantee. Correspondingly, as metrics, we propose to measure all these 
requirements in terms of Boolean variables. 
Extensive research has addressed the question of system availability with regard to Internet 
voting systems. Literature has proposed to estimate a voting system's availability “as the ratio of the 
time during which the system is operational (up time) to the total time period of operation (up time 
plus down time)” (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2009). However, this information 
is only available after the elections. Correspondingly, it cannot be applied in advance to compare 
different Internet voting systems. We therefore propose measuring system availability according to 
the high-availability compendium (Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik, 2013): the 
six availability classes for computing centers. 
The system neutrality of an Internet voting system estimates the influence of the Internet 
voting system on the election result. We build the respective metric upon the works by Richter 
(Richter, 2012), the Recommendation Rec(2004)11 by the Council of Europe (2004), and the work by 
the Electoral Council of Australia & New Zealand (2013). As metrics, we propose to measure system 
neutrality in terms of Boolean variables. Note, the result depends on the concrete election setting 
because of the different colors that might be assigned to different parties, the concrete candidate list, 
etc. 
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The technical requirement of individual verifiability is composed of four sub-requirements 
(Budurushi et al., 2013), namely encoded-as-intended, cast-as-encoded, and stored-as-cast, and 
tallied-as-stored verifiability of an individual voter's vote. We therefore propose to measure 
individual verifiability of voting systems by the number of sub-requirements deployed in the voting 
system, whereas each sub-requirement is of equal value to the individual verifiability requirements. 
Two ISO standards have been identified adequate to measure the extent to which the 
archiving requirement is satisfied. The standard for archiving of electronic records is the ISO 
14721:2012 standard (International Organization For Standardization, 2012a), while the standard for 
the archiving of general records is the ISO 15489 standard (International Organization For 
Standardization, 2001). The Trustworthy Repositories Audit & Certification: Criteria and Checklist 
(TRAC, 2007) provides metrics for the preservation of digital content, namely for the evaluation of 
the ISO 14721:2012 standard. These measures are standardized in the ISO 16363:2012 standard 
(International Organization For Standardization, 2012b) and cover the aspects organizational 
infrastructure, digital object managements, and Technologies, Technical Infrastructure, & Security. 
We propose to measure the requirement archiving of (electronic, non-electronic) documents with the 
cited checklists (TRAC, 2007), i.e. the ratio between satisfied and not satisfied items. 
The technical requirement of universal verifiability covers the general public's possibility to 
verify the enforcement of all election principles (Richter, 2012, p. 147), particularly the correctness of 
the election result and the direct and secret elections principles (Richter, 2012, p. 319). We therefore 
propose to measure universal verifiability by the number of election principles, the enforcement of 
which can be verified by any observer (including the voters).  
Accountability ensures that disputes resulting from verification procedures can be solved and 
misbehaving entities can be exposed. Accountability can be considered as super-criterion of 
verifiability (Küsters et al., 2010). In accordance to the individual and universal verifiability, we 
propose to estimate accountability in a voting system by the number of sub-requirements being 
accountable (refer to individual verifiability) and the number of election principles of which the 
violation can be attributed to someone (refer to universal verifiability).  
Understandability is measured by the difference between voters’ mental models of the 
system's functionalities, security properties and security model; and the actual system's functionalities, 
security properties and security model.  
Measuring Security Requirements	  
A number of works (see Section 6) derive requirements from concrete threats against which 
Internet voting systems are afterwards evaluated. We consider this approach inadequate for the 
proposed framework because the generic nature of this framework should not restrict the evaluation 
only to a restricted set of predefined threats. Rather, based on legally-founded but abstract security 
requirements, we propose to measure their degree of fulfillment by a capability-based approach 
(Amenaza Technologies Limited, 2005). Therefore, a list of adequate adversarial capabilities is 
required. We rely on the capabilities proposed by Neumann, Budurushi, and Volkamer (2014), which 
are categorized into communication-based, corruption-based, computational, and timing related 
capabilities. The capabilities derived by Neumann et al. are:	  
Communication-based capabilities.	  
● The adversary can drop messages from the network channel. (C1) 
● The adversary can read messages on the network channel. (C2) 
● The adversary can inject messages on the network channel. (C3) 
● The adversary can recognize the sender of messages on the network channel. (C4) 
● The adversary can notice the usage of a network channel. (C5) 
Corruption-based capabilities.	  
● The adversary can corrupt a human entity. (C6) 
● The adversary can obtain objects from a voter. (C7) 
● The adversary can send objects to a voter. (C8) 
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● The adversary can corrupt a computer system. (C9) 
Computational capabilities.	  
● The adversary is computationally unrestricted. (C10) 
Timing Capabilities.	  
● The adversary has capability [1 - 10] during a specified period of time. (C11) 
Building upon these capabilities, an Internet voting system’s underlying security model is 
determined. Therefore, for each requirement, all possible compositions of capabilities that allow 
violating the investigated security requirement are determined. The simultaneous availability of any 
composition’s capabilities must consequently be excluded (assumptions). The security model captures 
these assumptions in a term, which is often referred to as k-resilience value (Volkamer & Grimm, 
2009). We propose to measure the security requirements by the corresponding k-resilience values.  
Mapping 
We are aware of the fact that technical requirements often used within the technical literature 
are different from the herein outlined requirements and adversarial capabilities. We therefore provide 
examples how our requirements and capabilities map to those used in other papers. The examples are 
mainly taken from literature of EVT 2008 and EVT/WOTE 2009-2012.	  
A number of works considers different forms of verifiability: Smyth et al. (2010) and Küsters 
et al. (2010) address the challenge of the general public's possibility to verify that online eligible 
voters cast votes. The technical requirements derived herein cover this aspect with the requirement 
universal verifiability and the fact that the security requirement eligibility is provided.  
Chaum et al. (2008) outline recording attacks in which the voter might record herself during 
the vote casting process. In order to prevent secrecy violations by this kind of attacks, several voting 
systems must exclude the adversarial capability 2 (reading messages on the channel between the voter 
and the computer system), while other voting systems might only assume that one single vote casting 
process is unobserved, which results in the combined restriction of capabilities 2 and 10 (The 
adversary cannot read the channel between the voter and the computer system throughout the entire 
voting phase).  
Benaloh (2008) outlines a coercion attack on Benaloh style ballot generation (Benaloh, 2006) 
if the coercer can interact with the voter during the ballot generation process and observe the network 
channel between the voter and the voting device. In such a case, the coercer might indicate to the 
voter when ballots should be challenged and when they should be cast. The verification information 
of challenged ballots would afterwards be handed out to the adversary such that the voter's only way 
not to get caught with "wrong" ballots would be if she always follows the adversary's will. In that 
case, the adversary would be assumed not to have capabilities 5 (noting whether the voter interacts 
with computer system), 7 (obtains challenged receipts from the voter), 8 (indicates when the vote is 
cast) simultaneously.  
Several works (Essex, Clark & Hengartner, 2012; Clarkson, Chong & Myers, 2008; Grewal et 
al., 2013) build upon the JCJ voting scheme (Juels, Catalano, & Jakobsson, 2005) in order to defend 
against simulation attacks, in which the adversary forces the voter to forward her authentication 
material. Several schemes target at low-coercion elections and therefore assume that the adversary 
cannot gain the capabilities 8 (sending instructions to the voter) and 7 (receiving authentication 
material from the voter) simultaneously.  
Benaloh (2008) and Popoveniuc et al. (2010) outline an attack that has later been outlined by 
Küsters, Truderung, & Vogt (2012) under the name clash attacks. The idea of these attacks is that 
probabilistically encrypted votes are encrypted with the identical randomness such that identical votes 
lead to identical ciphertexts and identical receipts respectively. If receipts of different voters are 
identical, the adversary could decide to publish receipts that appear several times, only one time. In 
this case, the adversary is able to violate vote integrity. In the attack description by Küsters et al., the 
adversary is assumed not to have capability 9 (control the random generator in the voter's computer 
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system and discard the vote).  
A number of works (Sandler & Wallach, 2008; Moran & Naor, 2010; Demirel, Van De Graaf, 
& Araújo, 2012) outline long-term attacks, which allow the adversary to break secrecy by being 
computationally unrestricted. In their work, the authors address the problem that many voting systems 
rely on the assumption that the adversary cannot gain capability 10 (the adversary is computationally 
unrestricted).	  
Related Work	  
The present work provides a holistic framework for the evaluation of Internet voting systems 
with respect to election principles. In preparation for the development of this framework, the literature 
has been studied and several related works have been identified. We review these works in the 
following and settle our own contribution to the field of research. The section is structured in 
accordance to the book chapter: First, related works proposing requirements for Internet voting are 
outlined; second, related works addressing the challenge of evaluating Internet voting systems are 
reviewed. 
There are many documents proposing technical requirements for electronic voting such as the 
German Regulations for Electronic Voting Machines (Federal Republic of Germany, 1999), the 
recommendations of the Council of Europe (2004), the requirements of the catalogue by the 
Department of Metrological Information Technology in the National Metrology Institute (Hartmann, 
Meissner, & Richter, 2004), and the requirements catalogue by the German Informatics Society 
(Gesellschaft für Informatik, 2005). Those have not been systematically deduced from legal 
provisions. Moreover, most of them are taken into account when defining our requirements as 
Volkamer’s work (2009) is used as basis.  Mitrou et al. (2003) target at “how an e-vote process should 
be designed and implemented in order to comply with the democratic election principles”. More 
concretely, they focus on the election principles of universal, free, equal, secret, and direct voting; 
additionally, they emphasize the importance of transparency, verifiability, accountability, security and 
accuracy. As opposed to our work, concrete technical requirements and corresponding metrics are not 
outlined. Rather, their focus is on measures and aspects to implement these election principles rather 
than on evaluation metrics for these principles.   
The second branch of works studies the evaluation of Internet voting systems according to 
specified requirements4. The focus of previous work is on security evaluations. Volkamer (2009) lays 
the foundation for the development of a Common Criteria protection profile for Internet voting 
systems (Volkamer & Vogt, 2008). Further Internet voting system related protection profile drafts 
exist: Karokola, Kowalski, and Yngström (2012), and Lee et al. (2010) propose drafts for protection 
profiles taking verifiability into account. We essentially see three drawbacks which prevent the usage 
of PPs for our purposes: 1) The evaluation of systems according to PPs results in the system’s 
compliance or non-compliance with regard to the PP, but does not yield fine-grained evaluation 
results. 2) Security objectives are generally not built upon legal derivations but rather rely on 
technical expertise in the field. 3) Assumptions about the environment can be freely posed and are 
subsequently not evaluated as outlined by Buchmann, Neumann, and Volkamer (2014). The second 
and third problems have been addressed by Schmidt (2012) and Simić-Draws et al. (2013). Schmidt 
proposes a security concept template together with an evaluation, certification and accreditation 
approach for voting service providers. Schmidt builds upon the KORA method and Volkamer’s 
technical requirements (2009) as evaluation criteria and recommends the usage of CC protection 
profiles and the IT Basic Protection as deployment measures. A similar but more general approach 
has recently been invented by Simić-Draws et al. (2013). The authors propose a holistic framework 
for the legally-justified security evaluation of IT systems. The authors therefore integrate the method 
KORA, the concept of CC protection profiles and the ISO 27001/IT-Grundschutz standard. As 
outlined above, the evaluation according to the CC and ISO 27001/IT-Grundschutz serves mainly as 
guideline to obtain security objectives and implement protective measures. Consequently, in case of 
non-compliance, the integrated framework does not foresee fine-grained evaluation results such that 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  Note,	  literature	  on	  evaluation	  also	  defines	  requirements	  against	  which	  the	  systems	  are	  evaluated.	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an ordering among the Internet voting systems cannot be obtained, in case further election specific 
constraints must be considered by election officials, such as for instance cost and performance. 
Similar security evaluation approaches as the one proposed in this work have been considered in the 
literature. Lazarus et al. (2011) develop a threat model capable of comparing different types of voting 
systems against each other. As opposed to our work, the authors consider the size of human 
conspiracies the only security metric rather than the compositions of more generic adversarial 
capabilities.	  
Conclusion	  
Elections build the foundation of democratic states and manifest the sovereignty of the 
people. Therefore, the voting ceremony is bound to rigorous election principles that are generally 
anchored in national constitutions. As one instance of a constitutional setting, this work is based on 
the six German election principles: universality, directness, freedom, equality, secrecy, and 
availability to the public. 	  
In order to evaluate Internet voting systems with regard to election principles, those abstract 
principles were refined into technical requirements and evaluation metrics for these requirements 
were established. In conclusion, the present work provides a holistic framework that allows assessing 
the extent to which an Internet voting system complies with legal provisions. Thereby, the framework 
ultimately supports election officials in making justified decisions about the implementation of a 
specific Internet voting system for a specific election setting.	  
For the future we guide research into several directions: The present work restricts its focus 
on the evaluation of Internet voting systems with regard to the German legal setting. Extending the 
scope of the proposed framework for other electronic voting systems, such as electronic voting 
machines, and other legal settings can be done in future work. The KORA method takes both the 
concrete legal setting, and opportunities and risks of the technology under investigation, already in the 
first stage into account. As a consequence thereof, the extension requires reconsidering opportunities 
and risks throughout the requirements derivation with KORA. Furthermore, applying KORA on the 
basis of a different legal setting can be done by interdisciplinary collaboration between legal and 
technical scholars. Thereafter, metrics (if not listed within this work) can be derived by literature 
review. Concrete methodological processes shall be documented in order to provide evidence for the 
adequacy of the overall implementation of the herein proposed framework. Currently, we integrate the 
six election principles into the framework. Many types of voting systems however build upon 
electronic identification and authentication. As a consequence thereof, further basic rights have to be 
taken into account (in Germany but also in many other democratic states). In the future, we 
furthermore intend to identify election specific constraints apart from legal constraints that influence 
the decision on which voting system is most appropriate for a specific election setting. These 
constraints might for instance cover the number of voters, authentication techniques in place, voters' 
devices, ballot types, and existing server infrastructure. Identifying high-level objectives and relevant 
constraints of election officials can be built upon established methodologies from economic sciences, 
such as value identification (Keeney, 2007). The present work proposes metrics for legally founded 
technical requirements. In the future, assurance levels have to be introduced in order to prove the 
evaluation’s result reliability. For instance, k-resilience values might be derived by checking the 
system under investigation against identified threats or by the application of formal methods. Given 
the partially contradictory nature of election principles, voting systems cannot implement all election 
principles unconditionally. Consequently, impairments with regard to individual principles have to be 
accepted. The German constitution takes this fact into account and opens legal latitude when 
implementing Internet voting. It turns out that this legal latitude applies only on the level of election 
principles and cannot easily be transferred onto the level of technical requirements. In the future, the 
degree to which technical requirements are fulfilled must be propagated back to the layer of election 
principles. 
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Adversary Capabilities: The list of capabilities that an adversary might possess and might use to 
violate a security requirement. 
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German Election Principles: The six principles of universal, direct, free, equal, secret, and public 
elections that are anchored in the German Constitution. 
Functional Requirements: The 16 requirements an Internet voting system shall satisfy independent of 
an adversarial presence. 
Security Requirements: The 16 requirements building a security layer upon the functional 
requirements, i.e. security requirements ensure the enforcement of functional requirements in the 
presence of adversaries.  
